• In the Resource Box, you’ll find sheets of coloured paper. Pick up one sheet of each colour — six in all.

• Use scissors and glue to create a collage that reproduces the design of each flag. Stick your collage pieces onto the A3 sheet of paper you were given. You will need to create the two flags slightly smaller than A4 size - with both to be completed on one side of your A3 sheet. You will need to use the reverse side of the sheet later. *Tip: fold the A3 sheet into half to mark out the space for each flag. Do not cut the sheet in half.*

• Think about the colours and shapes you will need to complete each flag and use the pictures of the flags you were shown for reference.

• Now, using any coloured paper you have left over, design an original flag that represents the multicultural heritage of Australia as a nation. Create this collage on the reverse side of your A3 sheet. Make the collage in the centre of the page, about A4 size, leaving white space around all the edges.

• In the space around your finished multicultural flag design, write some point form notes that explain the key elements of your design and what they symbolise.